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Welcome to the March 2021 issue of the Bedford Group of the
RoSPA Advanced Drivers and Riders Newsletter.

Main topics:
Committee Meeting 23.03.21
RoSPA update
View from the East February 2021– Simon Burgin Regional coordinator
Snippets
Quiz

Val Jones

March 2021
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Snippets
(Thank you to Martin Kidds for forwarding this article)

The Guardian February 16th 2021
Forensic Science Rationing is putting
Justice at Risk, says outgoing regulator
Dr Gillian Gully warns that police forces are having to
ration forensic toxicology work, especially samples from
suspected drug drivers, because there is not enough
capacity in the system to handle the volume of work.

Committee Meeting
A committee meeting was held via Skype on Tuesday 23rd
March. (We received apologies from Rosemary Whittington
hence is not in our picture gallery)
To remind you of what our committee members look like in
these days of isolation they are as follows:
Top row: David Chamberlain- Training Coordinator), David
Worgan –Treasurer & Tutor
Middle row: Alan Freeman- Webmaster, Jenny Holliday –
Tutor, Stan Jones our Chairman & Advanced Tutor

“Essentially, road traffic toxicology work is having to be
rationed because there isn’t enough capacity for every
police force to submit every sample that they’d like to
submit,” she said. “The inescapable conclusion is that
offenders who are suspected of driving while under the
influence of drugs are tolerated and allowed to present a
continuing threat to communities.”
Although Tully notes that progress has been made
towards improving the reliability of scientific techniques
and the implementation of quality standards by forensic
labs there are still too few providers meeting the quality
standards that are meant to prevent errors concerned that
quality standards. She criticises the government for failing
to give the regulator the necessary powers to enforce
standards, despite committing to do so in 2016

Bottom row: Martin Kidds our Secretary & Tutor, Tony
Glasson – Committee member, (I am in the bottom right
hand corner – News Editor.
Our next Committee Meeting is scheduled for Tuesday
th
25 May 2021 via Skype

RoSPA Update: RoSPAS position regarding Tests and
Re – Tests
Members should continue to book tests or re-tests as they
become due. Any back log will be worked through once
restrictions ease.

A ban on old tyres to begin for buses, coaches and
lorries, following eight-year campaign by bereaved
mother

A date for your diary: We plan to hold our AGM
on Tuesday 18th May at 8pm via Skype – Details
to follow!!

The new law comes into force on Monday, after eight
years of campaigning by Frances Molloy

Val Jones News Editor

A law banning old tyres on buses, coaches and lorries will
come into force on Monday following an eight-year
campaign by a bereaved mother.
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Frances Molloy has been fighting for a change in the law
following the death of her son, Michael, 18, in a coach
crash as he travelled home to Liverpool from the Bestival
music festival on the Isle of Wight in 2012.
An inquest into the crash which also killed 23-year-old
Kerry Ogden and coach driver Colin Daulby, 53,
established that it was caused by a tyre that was nearly 20
years old.
As of 1 February, Construction and Use Regulations will
not allow tyres which are more than 10 years old to be
used on the front steered axles of lorries, buses, coaches
or for all single wheels fitted to a minibus.
Ms Molloy told BBC Breakfast she felt a “sense of relief”
after having the legislation rejected by Parliament eight
times.
“For me to give up would have felt like I was giving up on
Michael because this is the only tiny bit of justice I’m ever
going to get for him,” she said.

Extreme Freeze: temperatures plunge to -23
degrees C
A temperature of -23 degrees centigrade was recorded in
Scotland was the lowest in the U.K for decades as the
freezing conditions continued.
The mercury plunged in Braemar, Aberdeenshire,
overnight following an extreme freeze reaching the coldest
temperature since December 1995, according to the Met
office.
Minus 20 degrees c is considered “extreme cold”. It is 2
degrees c colder than the recommended temperature for
a domestic freezer.
Yellow weather warnings were issued warning areas
where wintry weather could cause travel disruption.
______________________________________________

______________________________________________

The Times: January 20th 2021

The Independent February 12th 2021

Safety Tech covers only 37 miles of Smart
Motorway.
Grant Shapps, the transport secretary, demanded the
rapid introduction of a radar system which can spot
stationary cars on the motorway within 20 seconds. The
radar system has been installed on four of the twenty four
sections of English motorway with no hard shoulder.
All stretches where the hard shoulder has been stripped
out are supposed to have the “stopped vehicle detection”
system by March 2023.
Only 13 miles of motorway on the M3 in Surrey have been
completed in the las 10 months. 24 miles on the M25 have
been installed and work on a stretch of the M20 in Kent is
due to start this month

I Spy – Nothing Much
A snow – covered car was stopped by the Roads Policing
Unit on the Dunsinane industrial Estate in Dundee. The
driver has been charged with dangerous driving.

Some extreme temperatures have certainly
been in the news this winter

The new radar system is due to cover 350 miles in total
over parts of the M1, M4, M5, M6, M23, M27, M56 and
M62.

Information snippet from the New Roadcraft.
The New Roadcraft has a short new section on so called
“smart motorways” p232. Which uses technology to
monitor and manage flow from regional centres. In
additional to traditional style of motorway, two newer types
of motorway are mentioned:
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All lane running(ALR)- the full width of the road is
available to drivers, with emergency refuge at
regular intervals
Controlled motorways- with three or more lanes, a
hard shoulder and variable speed limits

______________________________________________

Eastern Region Groups’ Newsletter
February 2021
View from the East by Simon Burgin
Hello and welcome.
In the news:
February has been a quieter month for Fatal and Serious
injury collisions with only two road deaths, and whilst we
all agree two is too many it is better than the 7 in January.
There is no real reason for this fluctuation, driving and
riding conditions have remained relatively unchanged, and
road volume is broadly the same. Both of the fatalities this
month are again driver error.
Motorcycle deployment

manufacturers coming forward to supply us. From an allday riding perspective, they are fantastic, great weather
protection, lots of torque, and despite the size the
handling is incredible. 600 careful running in miles to the
first service and safety check and we are good to go.
What’s Next?
Driver and Rider Training/Testing
So near and yet so far, is the term I would use. We are
awaiting the announcement from RoSPA central to get
going again, and I am hopeful that when we get the ‘green
light’ it will stay on for some considerable time.
Please keep in touch with your groups and likewise keep
your websites up to date with any offerings of online
meetings and learning opportunities.
Take care and stay safe

Simon.
Regional Co-ordinator
Something to look forward to: (A further View from the
East will feature when we forward further details about our
AGM)

I had the privilege of escorting Captain Sir Tom Moore on
his final journey on Saturday 27th February. Due to the
national interest in Captain Sir Tom we pulled out all the
stops to make sure he was given the send-off he
deserved.
These deployments often have their own unique
challenges, not least the very slow speed the convoy
could travel at due to the medals and sword that adorned
the top of his coffin, but also that the whole thing was
being broadcast live on the BBC with a helicopter
overhead. So not the time to get the wrong foot down as
the convoy passed or worse, drop the bike.
All went as planned and we arrived at the crematorium
bang on time as the WWII Dakota flew overhead at
exactly 12:58 hours with clear blue skies and full sun.
New toys
We have taken delivery of 4 new BMW RT1250 P (Shift
Cam) motorcycles this month. As above I have had a
chance to get out on one and see what it can do. BMW
are the only manufacturer of Police Motorcycles now, with
Yamaha ceasing production of the FJR1300, and no other

Give your views on changes to the Highway Code
Highways England has today (1 March) launched a
review of the Highway Code to improve road safety on
motorways and high-speed roads.
The consultation will run for four weeks and closes at
23:59 on 29 March 2021.
What’s happening?
The Highway Code is regularly updated to improve
safety for all road users.
Highways England is asking for your views on
updated safety information for high-speed dual
carriageways and motorways.
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Proposed changes include updating information on
the use of variable speed limits to manage
congestion, the use of red X signs to close lanes, and
what to do in the event of a breakdown.
Give your views
You can read full details of the proposed updates, and
give your views, on GOV.UK.

ANSWERS to short quiz from February’s
newsletter
Short quiz: (Possible answers will be in the following
newsletter- or you can refer to p.68 Roadcraft 2013 or
p.70 onwards in the New Roadcraft.)

What do these road signs mean?
Top line
1_________________________________

1) In what situations should you use dipped
headlights?
a)

In built up areas with street lights

b)

in situations when dipped headlights are more
effective than main beam, going round a left hand
bend or hump bridge

c)

2_________________________________
3_________________________________
4_________________________________
5_________________________________

in heavy rain, snow and fog

Middle
2)

When should you use fog lights?

Only use fog lights when visibility is 100 metres (328 feet)
or less
3) What action should you take when following other
vehicles at night?

1_________________________________
2_________________________________
3_________________________________
4_________________________________
5_________________________________

Dip your headlights and leave enough gap so that
headlights do not dazzle the driver in front.
When you overtake move out early with your headlights
still dipped. Return to full beam when alongside the other
vehicle

Bottom line
1_________________________________

This issues quiz

2_________________________________

Making the best possible use of road signs

3_________________________________
4_________________________________

What does OUR stand for?
O____________

Val Jones - News Editor

U____________
R____________
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